What Laymen Can Ask of Scientists

In one of the essays in his last volume, *Resistance, Rebellion, and Death*, Albert Camus considers the question of what unbelievers like himself can ask of Christians, and his answer is relevant to the question of what laymen can expect of scientists. Camus warns first against a certain kind of hypocrisy, the hypocrisy of the man who does not accept the Christian truth but who, nevertheless, expects more of Christians than he does of himself. Christians have many obligations, according to the essay, but it is not the province of the unbeliever to recall them for the believer. Camus concludes, however, that he may permit himself to demand certain responsibilities of Christians—he has in mind, among other points, the failure of Rome to speak out immediately and clearly against political executions in Spain—but these responsibilities can only be those that must be required today of everyone.

The relevance of Camus's question to the question of what laymen can ask of scientists begins with the presence of similar opportunities for hypocrisy. Here also persons who do not follow a certain pursuit have the chance to indulge themselves by expecting special things of persons who do. Laymen can persuade one another that it is a simple matter to be a scientist and, from the vantage point of no personal involvement, expect scientists to be more selfless and lofty of purpose than they themselves are. Scientists and former scientists, it is true, sometimes encourage such expectations by saying that such virtues play an essential role in the scientific enterprise. There is the claim, for example, that there is something moral in the very grain of science. Scientists rarely fake experiments, and the reason, so the argument runs, is not that they are afraid of being caught in a lie by other scientists who try to repeat their experiments, but that scientists cannot tell lies and still achieve their objective of getting answers to the questions they put to nature.

There is an opportunity, then, to regard scientists as just a bit more saintly than other men, and so to make special demands of them. At the same time, interestingly enough, there is also an opportunity to regard scientists as just slightly greater sinners than other men, and so to make the same demands again. Men who are not scientists expect special atonement by scientists for the role they have played in the creation of many of the ills that now beset us. They demand atonement especially for the creation of that Sword of Damocles that hangs over us all, the atom bomb and the missile to deliver it. And again scientists have encouraged such demands.

But let us not give one another opportunities to indulge in hypocrisy. On the one hand, scientists may practice truthfulness in their work as a welcome necessity, but this does not mean that they embrace truth with equal fervor when it comes to seeking funds and recognition. And, on the other hand, in the application of science to military technology, it was not scientists who invented the occupation to which their talents have been applied with such stunning effectiveness. Any group, it is granted, has the prerogative to hold itself accountable in special ways. To paraphrase Camus, if there is anyone who can make demands of the scientist, it is the scientist himself. But what can laymen ask of scientists?

As in the answer Camus gives to his question, there are obligations laymen can require of scientists, but these can only be the obligations necessarily required of any human being today, scientist or not.—J. T.
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